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ABSTRACT
Mercury is a known environmental pollutant that can damage the brain, heart, kidney and
lungs upon exposure. Emissions from fossil fuel plants can release mercury into the air, where it
can settle into the water supply and be exposed to human and aquatic life. The use of gold
nanorods functionalized on solid substrates as a mercury sensor in tap water samples is
investigated herein. The functionalization of the substrates involves the physical immobilization
of the nanorods onto the solid surface through the use of (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane
(MPTMS). The immobilization of the nanorods drastically increases their stability, allowing for
use in complicated sample matrices. When gold nanorods are exposed to mercury in aqueous
samples, their amalgamation to mercury metal causes a reduction of the effective aspect ratio of
the nanoparticles and a blue shift of their maximum longitudinal surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) absorption wavelength. Quantitative analysis is made possible due to the linear
correlation that exists between the concentration of mercury and the wavelength shift of the
maximum SPR absorption wavelength. In order to achieve the quantitative amalgamation of Hg
(II) with the nanorods, it is necessary to reduce the mercury ions to mercury metal, which is
accomplished herein via chemical or electrochemical processes. Chemical reduction of mercury
was been carried out with a strong reducing agent, specifically sodium borohydride.
Electrochemical reduction has been accomplished with gold nanorods immobilized on Indium
Tin Oxide (ITO) substrates. Mercury determination in tap water using the immobilized gold
nanorods was successfully conducted, with further experiments on improving selectivity with
potential control, and improving sensitivity through flow injection analysis.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTON
1.1 Relevance and Impact of Mercury
Mercury is a naturally occurring element often found in the earth’s crust, including coal
and other fossil fuels. In addition to its elemental or metallic form, mercury can be converted
into methylmercury and other organic forms through microorganisms. While natural sources
such as volcanic activity can release mercury into the environment, the majority of mercury
emissions are attributed to anthropogenic sources including emissions from fossil fuel plants,
mining processes, and agricultural and industrial runoff [1]. Mercury is considered a bioaccumulative pollutant that will persist in the environment as well as living tissue regardless of
decomposition or chemical processes. As an example, in bodies of water mercury can
accumulate in fish and other aquatic wildlife, affecting the aquatic ecosystem through
neurological diseases in fish populations as well as the animals that prey upon the fish, including
humans [2]. As such, since 1974 with the Safe Drinking Water Act, there has been a conscience
effort by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to determine the level of contaminates
such as mercury that cause adverse health effects and limit them. For mercury, the maximum
contamination level was determined by the EPA to be 2 ppb [3].
Mercury is an environmental pollutant that can damage the brain, heart, kidney and lungs
upon exposure. Due to its ability to bioaccumulate in humans, even low amounts of exposure
can build up over time and cause serious health effects on people of all ages. Injestion of
contaminated water or fish can cause including physical impairments such as renal failure or
gastrointestinal bleeding, as well as mental impairments such as brain development and seizures,
particularly in children [4-6]. Due to the prevalence of mercury emissions, consistent monitoring
1

of mercury concentrations within the environment is necessary. Determination of mercury
concentrations in biological samples such as human or fish samples can be inconvenient and
invasive, especially since constant monitoring may be required. Environmental samples such as
in water provide a much more convenient approach to monitoring mercury concentrations. In
bodies of water, mercury exists in its elemental, inorganic, or organic forms, though primarily as
the aqueous inorganic (Hg2+ ions or complexes) or organic (methylmercury or humic acid
complexes) forms [4]. Mercury analysis in water is critical as water represents a pathway for
mercury through the environment and to humans as mercury can contaminate water through
industrial runoff or leach into bodies of water through both air and sediment.
Water samples provide an easily accessible yet complex matrix due to the wide variety of
possible contaminates, including mercury, which can differ in concentration from sample to
sample through the environment that the water is exposed to. As such, it is imperative for the
sensor to be able to determine the concentrations of mercury in a diversity of matrixes but also in
a wide range of mercury concentrations. Generally, drinking water has concentrations generally
below 2 ppb mercury due to regulations such as the Clean Water Act that monitors and treats
water before human consumption [7-9]. However, in areas where drinking water is not readily
available or less regulated, elevated levels of mercury can be found in the water supply.
Drinking water in a mining town in Ghana was found to have mercury concentrations of 2.3 ppb
[10], which is above the 1 ppb recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO)
guideline for drinking water [11]. In two districts in India, drinking water was found to have an
average mercury concentration of 3.55 ppb, with concentrations ranging from 0.51 – 13.58 ppb
depending in location. The researchers concluded that the majority of the contamination was due
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to anthropogenic sources and presented a major health risk [12]. On small coastal islands,
brackish lakes present the only source of drinking water and are at risk of contamination, such as
on Mljet Island near Croatia. Researchers there found total mercury levels up to 14 ppb, though
the source of the high mercury concentration was theorized to be due to precipitation and bat
guano rather than anthropogenic sources [13].

Figure 1. Pathways of environmental pollution to water and marine life
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1.2 Traditional Methods of Mercury Detection
1.2.1 Cold Vapor Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
One of the most common methods for mercury detection in water samples as described
by the EPA is through cold vapor atomic absorption spectroscopy (CVAAS). The technique was
first introduced by Hatch and Ott in 1968 [14], and since has been a staple technique for mercury
detection in water samples. Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) uses the absorption of
optical light of free atoms of chemical elements in the gaseous state. The technique has a unique
specificity to particular elements due to each element having a specific amount of energy or
wavelength that it absorbs, leading to a unique profile for each element. In addition, the width of
the absorption line at its corresponding wavelength is in the order of picometers, giving the
technique high resolution. The radiation flux of the analyte can be measured, with the
concentration determined using the Beer-Lambert law. In general, the instrumentation for AAS
consists of four main components, the light source, atomizer, wavelength selector, and detector.
A common light source used for AAS is the Hollow Cathode Lamp (HCL), which is a
sealed lamp filled with an inert gas with a cathode containing the element of interest and an
anode. Application of a high voltage will ionize the inert gas and upon impact with the cathode,
will eject particles of the element of interest which become excited through further collisions.
As the excited elements decay, it will emit radiation of the particular wavelength corresponding
to the element of interest. The wavelength detector is a standard monochromator, high resolution
is not required of the monochromator due to the narrow line emission of the HCL providing that
resolution. Detectors such as photomultiplier tubes are commonly used and are suitable to detect
the emission light passed through the sample. For CVAAS, instead of a standard atomizer such
4

as a flame or furnace, the cold vapor technique is applied instead due to the unique properties of
elemental mercury (figure 2). Elemental mercury has a very low vapor pressure of 0.0016 mbar
at 20oC, allowing it to be determined directly without the use of an atomizer by passing an inert
gas such as argon through the sample, effectively separating it from an aqueous matrix and
carrying it to the absorbance cell already in atomic form.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of cold vapor atomic absorption spectrometer for analysis of a
reduced mercury solution [15]

The sensitivity of CVAAS to mercury in water samples is well documented, with limits
of detection in the parts-per-billion (ppb) or parts-per-trillion (ppt) range, allowing the technique
to be practically used for most water samples. The selectivity and sensitivity of the technique
can be enhanced further through additions such as sorbents that absorb and preconcentrate the
5

mercury before CVAAS analysis. Ziaei et. al. developed a mercapto-grafted graphene oxide
chitosan composite for the extraction and concentration of mercury in water samples followed by
determination with CVAAS. They utilized the ability of magnetic grapheme/chitosan to act as
an absorbent of heavy metals, with the selectivity of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane due to
the high affinity of the sulfur moiety to mercury, to obtain a limit of detection of 0.06 ppb [16].
Shibani et. al. performed speciation analysis of mercury in water samples through solid phase
extraction using a column packed with dithizone supported by microcrystalline naphthalene,
obtaining a limit of detection of 0.014 ppb. Dithizone forms complexes with certain metals,
specifically platinum, palladium, silver, copper, and mercury under acidic conditions, making it
suitable for mercury extraction. Speciation was done through selective reduction of either the
inorganic or reduction of the total (inorganic and organic) mercury within solution, and the
difference subtracted to determine the organic mercury concentration [17].
Research has also been done on micro or nano-extraction methods that can selectively
extract mercury out of the aqueous sample and into a separate pure solvent, thereby simplifying
the sample matrix while still allowing for preconcentration through control of the solvent
volume. Yordanova et. al. synthesized polymeric ion-imprinted nanoparticles via dispersion
copolymerization using methacrylic acid, trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate, and 1pyrrolidinedithiocarboxylic acid. The resulting polymeric nanoparticle is imprinted during the
synthesis using mercury ions as a template, allowing the nanoparticles to selectively trap
mercury ions upon addition to the water sample. The nanoparticles with adsorbed mercury is
extracted through centrifugation and separated from the aqueous supernatant, where the mercury
itself is eluted using a thiourea solution and quantified using CVAAS. The separation and
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preconcentration allowed for improved limits of detection of 0.0045 ppb [18]. Dispersive iquidliquid microextraction was accomplished by Stanisz et. al., using microliter volumes of the task
specific ionic liquid, methyltrioctylammonium thiosalicylate, utilizing the affinity of the thiol
moiety for mercury. After centrifugation, the organic ionic liquid phase can be separated from
the aqueous sample and the mercury quantified with CVAAS with a limit of detection of 0.03
ppb [19].
1.2.2 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS)
ICP-MS is a commonly used method for the detection and quantification of specific
metals and non-metals through the ionization of the sample through the inductively coupled
plasma followed by separation and quantification of the ions through mass spectroscopy. The
plasma is formed via an argon gas flow through a loading coil connected to a radio-frequency
generator. The generator provides an oscillating electromagnetic field through the coil which
heats up the argon gas, and when a spark is applied, it ionizes the gas. The resulting ions are
trapped within the electromagnetic field and collide with other argon atoms, creating the
discharge or plasma. The plasma can reach a temperature from 6000 – 10000 K and acts as an
ion source to the sample. After formation of the argon plasma, the liquid sample can be
introduced as an aerosol through aspiration, where it is desolvated into a gas and ionized as it
passes through the plasma.
The ionized sample is directed into the mass spectrometer, where the ions are separated
by the mass-to-charge ratio, usually through the use of a quadrupole mass filter. The quadrupole
mass filter is a series of four rods in which alternating AC and DC voltages are applied to in
conjunction with a radio-frequency field, resulting in an electrostatic filter that only allows ions
7

of a certain mass-to-charge ratio to pass through. By adjusting the voltage applied, different ions
can be passed through sequentially. The filtered ions are quantified through a detector that reads
and displays the electrical signal (figure 3).

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the instrumentation used for Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectroscopy (https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Richard_Gilstrap/publication/44226526/figure/fig5/AS:606775002796032@1521677842621/Schematic-of-an-Inductively-Coupled-Plasma-Mass-SpectrometerICP-MS.png)

ICP-MS has been used for mercury detection in water due to its extreme sensitivity,
obtaining limits of detection below that of CVAAS, though at a higher operating cost [20]. ICPMS is often paired with an extraction or separation method to clean and preconcentrate the
sample as to avoid interferences from other ions. A traditional separation methods used for this
purpose is column chromatography, often utilizing mercury’s affinity for a particular moiety
such as thiols. Column chromatography also allows for speciation of the individual mercury
inorganic or organic (methylmercury, ethylmercury, and phenylmercury) through their retention
8

times, with inorganic mercury shortest retention time, and the organic species having longer
retention times depending on their molecular weight, with longer retention times for higher
molecular weight species.
Columns packed with silica particles with surfaces bound with sulfonate molecules can
be used for this purpose, as demonstrated by Chen, et. al. Limits of detection of 19-22 ppt
depending on the mercury species were obtained after ICP-MS using this method [21]. An
alternative solution was purposed by Cheng, et. al. and Jia et. al., of which an anion exchange
column conditioned with a sulfonic solution or resin was used, followed by high-performance
liquid chromatography of the elutant to separate the individual mercury species further for ICPMS analysis. This method obtained limits of detection of the various mercury species ranging
from 0.009 to 0.042 ppt [22-23].
While column chromatography has many advantages, other separation methods can also
be used for mercury determination and speciation. Wu et. al. used cold vapor generation after
selective oxidation as a means to separate the mercury species (inorganic or methylmercury)
from a liquid sample before ICP-MS analysis, taking advantage of mercury’s low vapor pressure.
Limits of detection were found to be 3 ppt for inorganic mercury and 75 ppt for methylmercury
[24]. Another method used by Zhao et. al. is capillary electrophoresis after adding
mercaptoacetic acid in order to form a complex with the mercury species, allowing for complete
separation by capillary zone electrophoresis before determination with ICP-MS. With this
technique, limits of detection from 0.021 – 0.032 ppt were found for the various mercury species.
[25].

9

1.2.3 Electrochemical Methods
CVAAS and ICP-MS provide exceptionally low limits of detection within the ppb or ppt
range but with a high cost requirement not just in terms of instrumentation, but also professional
personnel required to operate the instruments. The procedures also require sample pretreatment
through digestion procedures for speciation, and external separation or extraction methods before
quantitative analysis with CVAAS or ICP-MS. Overall, the methods will require a laboratory
setting, with routine analysis of water samples requiring constant collection, proper storage, and
shipment to laboratories for analysis. As such, there has been research focused on alternative
methods that provide sufficient sensitivity and selectivity for analysis of water in mercury, while
being inexpensive and portable, allowing for possible on-site monitoring.
Electrochemical methods provide an attractive alternative due to their significantly
smaller instrumental size, lower costs, and ease of use. Electrochemical methods rely on the
application of a potential difference, or difference in electrical voltage between the cathode and
anode in the electrochemical cell. This creates an electrical current and promotes an
electromotive force which attracts either cations or anions depending on the potential applied.
The general setup consists of five main components (figure 4). The main component is the
potentiostat, which controls the electrical potential and is connected to three electrodes – the
counter, working, and reference electrodes, with the surface of the working electrode where the
reduction-oxidation reaction takes place.

10

Figure 4. Basic instrumentation setup used for electrochemical methods

One area of research is through electrochemical methods such as anodic stripping
voltammetry (ASV), wherein a negative potential is applied to a working electrode, causing
reduction and concentration of ions onto the electrode surface. After sufficient preconcentration,
the potential is reversed to more positive potentials until the oxidation and stripping of the
surface ions is achieved and a current relative to the concentration is obtained (figure 5). Anodic
stripping voltammetry generally makes use of potentiostats capable of either the differential
pulse or square wave voltammetry technique. These techniques minimize background charging
current by changing the potential through a series of steps or pulses, measuring the current at the
beginning and end of a pulse. The difference in the current between these two measurements
effectively subtracts the charging current generated by the polarization of the electrode with ions
11

in the solution forming a double layer, where certain ions are attracted to the electrode surface
when the potential is changed to compensate for the charge on the electrode surface. This leaves
the actual current measured to be the faradaic current caused by the actual redox process, thereby
greatly increasing the sensitivity of the chosen electrochemical method compared to a standard
linear sweep, particularly at low concentrations in which the charging current can obscure the
faradaic signal.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of anodic stripping voltammetry illustrating the reduction
(deposition) and oxidation (stripping) of the analyte ions.

ASV can be improved through modification or functionalization of the working electrode
in order to increase its sensitivity as well as its selectivity to mercury, allowing for the method to
be used in a variety of water matrices. One major modification of the working electrode is
through the increase of the effective surface area, allowing a greater amount of deposition or
12

preconcentration onto the electrode surface, resulting in a greater sensitivity. This modification is
often combined with a particular complexing/coordinating agent or other compound that will
selectively target or attract mercury ions for deposition while also preventing electron fouling
due to interferences from other ions.
Kempegowda et. al. functionalized a graphite based working electrode with
Mercaptobenzothiozole, combining the high surface area of exfoliated graphite and the thiol
moiety of the Mercaptobenzothiozole to selectively deposit mercury onto the surface. The
proposed method obtained a limit of detection of 0.2 ppt through quantification using differential
pulse anodic stripping voltammetry in a buffer solution with minimal sample pretreatment other
than simple filtration of any suspended colloidal matter [26]. Gong et. al. synthesized a gold
nanoparticle based hybrid inorganic-organic ensemble onto glassy carbon to serve as the working
electrode, using a 3, 3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine based nanofiber which can coordinate with
transition metal ions. The nanofibers were doped with platinum ions and gold nanoparticles
were electrically deposited onto the surface, forming the overall nanostructure. With a 3D
porous structure, the surface area of the nanostructure is greatly enhanced, with selectivity to
mercury through the strong interactions between metallic mercury and gold, allowing for limits
of detection of 0.008 ppb [27]. Punrat et. al. developed an automated system based on a
sequential flow injection system using an electrode compatible flow cell to allow for anodic
stripping voltammetry with a gold plated screen printed working electrode. Screen printed
electrodes are small disposable electrodes, fabricated through the machine “printing” of a
counter, reference, and working electrode all contained within an inert strip using an “ink”
composite consisting of conductive particles such as graphite. The automated injections
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combined with the small disposable screen printed electrodes are viable for portable and routine
analysis of mercury in water samples, with the proposed method obtaining limits of detection of
0.22 ppb [28].
Table 1 summarizes the methods and limits of detection discussed, with ICP-MS
obtaining the lowest limits of detection for mercury, as well as being able to do speciation
analysis. ICP-MS and CVAAS often requires significant pretreatment as well as
preconcentration using a separate method or methods before quantification. Anodic stripping
voltammetry uses modification of the working electrode to provide sensitivity and selectivity to
the method, and while the limits of detection are not as low as in ICP-MS, they are still sufficient
for the quantification of mercury in water samples based on the maximum contamination level
set by the EPA for drinking water (2 ppb) or the WHO (1 ppb). Electrochemical methods also
have the advantage of a much smaller instrumental requirement and minimal sample
pretreatment, allowing it to be used on site, making it suitable for field analysis in areas where
laboratories with the required instrumentation are not available.
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Table 1. Limits of detection of various CVAAS, ICP-MS, and ASV methods
Author

Method

LOD (ppb)

Reference

Ziaie et. al.

SPE-CVAAS

0.06

[Ex Ref1]

Shabini et. al.

SPE-CVAAS

0.014

[Ex Ref2]

Yordanova et. al.

SPNE-CVAAS

0.0045

[Ex Ref3]

Stanisz et. al

LLE-CVAAS

0.03

[Ex Ref4]

Chen et. al.

CEC-ICP-MS

0.019

[ICPRef0]

Cheng et. al

CEC-HPLC-ICP-MS

0.000016

[ICPRef1]

Jia et. al

CEC-HPLC-ICP-MS

0.000042

[ICPRef2]

Wu et. al

CV-ICP-MS

0.003

[ICPRef3]

Zhao et. al.

CZE-ICP-MS

0.027

[ICPRef4]

Kempegowda et. al.

ASV

0.0002

[ECRef1]

Gong et. al

ASV

0.008

[ECRef2]

Punrat et. al.

ASV

0.012

[ECRef3]

*SPE = Solid Phase Extraction
*SPNE = Solid Phase Nano-extraction
*LLE = Liquid-liquid Extraction
*CVAAS = Cold Vapor Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
*CEC = Cation Exchange Chromatography
*ICP-MS = Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy
*HPLC = High Performance Liquid Chromatography
*CV = Cold Vapor
*CZE = Capillary Zone Electrophoresis
*ASV = Anodic Stripping Voltammetry

1.3 Gold Nanoparticles As a Sensor for Mercury
1.3.1 Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance of Gold Nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles are elemental gold particles in the nanoscale that are typically
suspended in a solution through the use of an electrostatic surfactant to prevent aggregation and
can be used as a sensor. Like other noble metal nanostructures, they possess a localized surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) that was first discussed by Faraday et. al. in 1847 [29]. Surface
plasmons are collective oscillations of the free electrons on the surface of a noble metal. When
the surface plasmons are contained within a particle with a size smaller or comparable to
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wavelengths of light, i.e. a nanoparticle, all the free electrons of the particle participate in the
oscillation and will collectively oscillate in resonance with the wave of light (figure 6).
Localized surface plasmons have two unique properties, the first is the enhancement of electric
fields near the nanoparticle’s surface relative to how close the electric field is to the surface
(close electric fields are greatly enhanced). The second is a unique optical extinction with a
maximum wavelength at the nanoparticle’s plasmon resonance frequency, which in noble metal
nanoparticles such as gold, the maximum is within the visible wavelengths. The extinction
wavelength is influenced by the physical properties of the nanoparticle such as size, shape,
aspect ratio, and refractive index of the surrounding medium [30].

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of localized surface plasmon resonance of a spherical metal
nanoparticle [32]

Following Faraday’s work, Mie et. al. developed a theory for localized surface plasmon
resonance through the calculation of the extinction (absorbance and scattering) cross section of a
metal nanosphere using the following formula [31]:

[
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]

where Cext is the extinction cross section, R is the radius, εm is the relative dielectric constant of
the surrounding medium, and εr and εi are the dielectric properties of the metal nanoparticle
relative to the excitation wavelength. The resonance condition as described by the Mie theory is
when the bracketed equation approaches zero, the absorbance and scattering (Cext) will become
increasingly large at a particular wavelength. Based on the formula, for this to occur, the value
of εr must approach –2εm, which for standard dielectrics and nonmetals typically have positive εr
values [32]. This condition is most notably fulfilled by noble metals such as gold and silver
which have negative εr values as well as εi values close to zero [33]. For example, for gold
nanoparticles suspended in water (εm ≈ 1.7), the wavelength required for εr ≈ –2εm is at
approximately 520 nm or at slightly higher wavelengths depending on the size of the
nanoparticle, which can be corroborated by the absorbance spectrum (figure 7).

Figure 7. Absorbance spectra of gold nanoparticles with localized SPR at 520 nm or higher
dependent on the radius of the nanoparticle (https://nanohybrids.net/pages/gold-nanoparticles-for-lateral-flow-assays)
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As Mie theory is only applicable to spherical nanoparticles, further modification of the
formula would need to be done to account for nonspherical nanoparticles. Gans et. al. adjusted
Mie’s formula to nanoparticles of any aspect ratio according to the following formula [34]:

∑

{

[

]

}

where ω is the plasma frequency and Pj is the depolarization factors across the three dimensions
or axis. Based on the equation, nonspherical nanoparticles will have two absorbance peaks, one
corresponding to the sum of the transverse SPR which is contributed by the x and y axis, and the
other corresponding to the longitudinal SPR contributed by the z axis, which appears at higher
wavelengths (figure 8). TEM images of gold nanorods can be found in appendix A.
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Figure 8. (A) Schematic diagram of the two localized surface plasmon resonance modes of a
metal nanorod (B) Absorbance spectrum of gold nanorods suspended in solution with a
transversal SPR absorbance signal at 520 nm and a longitudinal SPR signal at 615 nm
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1.3.2 Mercury Sensor using Surface Plasmon Resonance of Gold Nanorods
Metallic gold possesses remarkable chemical stability and resistance to oxidation
compared to other metal nanoparticles such as silver or copper, which are easily oxidized. Gold
nanoparticles also have a strong plasmon resonance, with silver nanoparticles having the
strongest and palladium and platinum nanoparticles having weak plasmon resonance [35]. The
strong plasmon resonance combined with its chemical stability makes gold nanoparticles suitable
as a sensor. Gold nanorods in particular are ideal sensors as they have two localized surface
plasmon resonance absorbance peaks due to their nonspherical shape. As with other
nanoparticles, gold nanorods require a surfactant in order to prevent aggregation and allow the
nanorods to remain suspended in solution. In the seed mediated growth method developed by
Al-Sayed et. al., the surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) is used, which forms a
bilayer around the gold nanorod [36]. The longitudinal SPR of gold nanorods is tunable based
on their aspect ratio, with larger aspect ratios corresponding to higher wavelengths (Figure 9).
Gold nanorods have been studied due to their strong surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
of adsorbed molecules, allowing them to be used as a SERS-based sensor [37-38], as well as
their sensitivity to the refractive index of the surrounding medium, allowing them to be used to
detect biomolecular binding [39-41].
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Figure 9. Absorbance spectra of gold nanorods with varying aspect ratios (length/diameter) in
aqueous solution
This work focuses on the use of gold nanorods as a SPR based sensor for mercury, taking
advantage of the well-known amalgamation process between elemental gold and mercury.
Previous work done by Rex et. al. presented a direct method of inorganic mercury determination
in tap water through the addition of gold nanorods suspended in solution [42]. Oxidized mercury
was reduced through the use of sodium borohydride, a strong reducing agent capable of reducing
all forms of oxidized mercury to elemental mercury to allow for the amalgamation process to
take place based on the following reactions:
HgCl2(aq) + 2NaBH4(aq) + 6H2O  Hg(l) + 7H2(g) + 2B(OH)3(aq) + 2NaCl(aq)
Hg(l) + 3Au(s)  Au3Hg(s) (Low Hg atomic % content <30%)
2Hg(l) + Au(s)  AuHg2(l) (High Hg atomic % content >30%)
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The CTAB bilayer preferably binds to the longitudinal sides of the nanorods rather than the end
surfaces, effectively shielding the nanorods on that side. As such, the active sites where the
mercury amalgamation takes place are at the ends of the nanorods which have fewer CTAB
molecules [43-44]. Upon amalgamation, the Au-Hg alloy is no longer optically active, causing
the effective aspect ratio of the gold nanorod to decrease (figure 10), thereby causing a
measurable decrease in the longitudinal SPR maximum wavelength. The decrease is linearly
proportional to the concentration of mercury, allowing for quantification through the least
squares method with the limit of detection of 0.153 ppb [42].

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of the amalgamation process of the gold nanorods with mercury
and TEM images in the absence (I) and presence (II and III) of reduced mercury. [42]
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CHAPTER 2: PORTABLE MERCURY SENSOR FOR TAP WATER
USING SURFACE PLASON RESONANCE OF IMMOBILIZED GOLD
NANORODS
Published in Talanta (Elsevier) vol 99 (2012) pg 180-185
2.1 Introduction
While gold nanorods have high chemical stability, the main challenge to their use as a
sensor is the aggregation of the nanorods due to the degradation of the CTAB bilayer due to the
sample matrix. Upon aggregation, there is a drastic decrease in the spectral resolution of the
SPR peaks due to the formation of macromolecules (figure 11). While the controlled
aggregation of gold nanoparticles can be used as a colorimetric sensor [45-48], the loss of the
longitudinal SPR wavelength prevents use of the sensor for the purposes of mercury detection as
described herein. There are two main factors that contribute to the degradation of the bilayer and
subsequent aggregation. The first is the presence of natural organic matter (NOM) which can
adsorb onto the nanorod surface and displace the CTAB bilayer [49-50]. The second is ionic
strength, particularly of negatively charged ions that can be attracted by the positively charged
CTAB bilayer and effectively cancel out the electrostatic repulsion between the nanorods,
leading to aggregation at high concentrations [51-52]. Water as a sample matrix can contain
both high concentrations of organic matter as well as a high ionic strength that would make SPR
based gold nanorod sensing difficult. The effects of NOM and ionic strength will be discussed
further in chapter 4.
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Figure 11. UV-Vis spectra of gold nanorods with longitudinal SPR peak at 615 nm without (a)
and with (b) aggregation

In this chapter, an extension of the work done by Rex et. al. is presented [42]. A solution
to prevent the aggregation of gold nanorods is proposed through the immobilization of the
nanorods onto a solid silica substrate treated with (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane
(MPTMS). The thiol moiety of the MPTMS provides a capture surface for the gold nanorods,
effectively adhering them to the solid substrate preventing aggregation even in the presence of
NOM or high ionic strength. The characterization and experimental optimization of the substrate
as well as the analytical figures of merit for the quantification of mercury for the sensor will be
described herein [53].
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2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Chemical and Reagents
All experiments used analytical-reagent grade chemicals. Hydrogen peroxide (30%),
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane
(MPTMS) were purchased at Sigma-Aldrich. Gold nanorods with peak longitudinal SPR
wavelengths 615 nm (6.29×1011 nanorods/mL), and 750 nm (5.77×1010 nanorods/mL) were
purchased from Nanopartz, Inc. According to the manufacturer, their average dimensions were
25×51 nm and 25×71 nm. Ethanol, sodium borohydride, mercury (II) chloride, sodium nitrate,
lead (II) nitrate, copper sulfate, arsenic pentoxide, and sodium chloride were purchased from
Fisher Scientific. Water (18 MΩ cm) was purified using a Barnstead Infinity Filter.
2.2.2 Instrumentation
A Cary 50 (Varian) single beam spectrometer was used to record absorbance
measurements. The illumination source was a 75-Watt pulsed xenon lamp with 2-nm fixed
band-pass. Instrumental performance was monitored with a commercial standard (Photon
Technology International) consisting of a single crystal of dysprosium-activated yttrium
aluminum garnet mounted in a cuvette-sized holder with a well-characterized quasi-line
absorption spectrum. Wavelength accuracy was evaluated periodically by comparing the
recorded position of several spectral lines to the maximum wavelengths provided by the
manufacturer. The standard deviations of the average maximum wavelengths obtained from
repetitive scans within 300–800 nm confirmed the performance of the spectrometer according to
specifications (±0.02 nm). When testing solutions, a 600 μL quartz cuvette was used with 1-cm
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path length. To examine the absorbance of the Gold nanorod-modified substrates, the substrates
were placed against the face of a 1 cm quartz cuvette in the optical path.
Bright field images were acquired using a Nikon TE-2000U microscope equipped with a
mercury lamp and 0.52 numerical aperture (NA) condenser. A Plan-Fluor 60X air objective
(0.70 NA) collected the light that was imaged using a Rettiga 1300i Fast 1394 CCD detector and
QImaging software.
A Zeiss-ULTRA-55 FEG SEM was used to acquire images with an in-lens detector. An
electron acceleration voltage of 2 kV was used to minimize charging the sample surface. Prior to
imaging, surfaces were coated with a graphite layer using vacuum deposition.
2.2.3 Gold Nanorod Immobilization
Glass cover slides were functionalized using the procedure detailed by Okamoto and
Yamaguchi [54]. The cover slides were first cleaned using piranha solution (30% H2O2 mixed in
a 1:4 ratio with concentrated H2SO4) for twenty minutes and rinsed with copious amounts of
water. The slides were dried and then immersed in a solution containing 10% ethanol and 90%
MPTMS (volume percent) for 10 min. The slides were again rinsed with copious quantities of
methanol before being immersed in the colloidal Au nanoparticle solutions for two hours. Prior
to immobilization, the gold nanorod solutions were chemically reduced using 0.100 M sodium
borohydride as a reducing agent. The concentrations of the nanoparticle solutions varied based
on the solution provided by the supplier, for the nanoparticles with 615 nm LSPR maximum, the
concentration was 2.2×1011 nanoparticles/mL.
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2.2.4 Mercury Detection Measurements
Chemically functionalized glass cover-slides with immobilized gold nanorods on the
surface were immersed in water and placed in a cuvette in the beam path of a UV–Vis
spectrophotometer. Since the amalgam formation between mercury and Au forms only with
metallic Hg, 2.22×10−4 M HgCl2 was chemically reduced using 0.100 M sodium borohydride.
The mercury was reduced prior to addition to the cuvette containing the Au NR sensor. Small
volumes of mercury were added to the cuvette and allowed to react (10 min for immobilized
nanorods and 4 min for nanorods in solution) and the absorbance spectra were measured after the
additions, yielding a range of Hg concentrations from 1.0–50.0 μM.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Immobilization of Gold Nanorods onto a Solid Substrate
The functionalization of the silica substrate is possible through the conversion of the
silica on the surface to silanol using a strong oxidizer such as the piranha solution. The methoxy
groups of the MPTMS are hydrolyzed to the silanol groups which – upon condensation with each
other and with the silanol groups of the glass – form a layer of MPTMS on the silica substrate
[55-56]. The high affinity of the thiol moiety on the MPTMS provides a capture surface for gold
nanorods, which then form a monolayer of immobilized nanorods along the surface of the
substrate (figure 12).
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the procedure for the functionalization of a silica substrate with
MPTMS and gold nanorods

Images of the gold nanorod functionalized solid substrates were acquired using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The images show that the functionalization procedure causes a
small amount of nanorod aggregation on the substrate surface with most of the gold nanorods flat
on the surface of the substrate (figure 13). Longer immersion times resulted in greater number of
nanoparticles up to a certain coverage. Optimization of the immersion time found that 2 hours
was sufficient to deposit enough nanorods for a strong SPR absorbance signal. Increasing the
immersion time beyond that point resulted in aggregation.
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Figure 13. Scanning electron microscope images of gold nanorod functionalized solid silica
substrates at varying magnifications

2.3.2 Mercury Detection
As discussed in section 1.3.2, the SPR absorbance wavelength of the gold nanorods in
solution is affected by two factors: the aspect ratio and the refractive index of the surrounding
medium. The same phenomenon is observed with the immobilized gold nanorods, with a change
in the SPR maximum wavelength due the surround medium including contact with the thiol
surface due to the immobilization as well. As such, the nanorod response to mercury must be
measured in a way that the changes in refractive index are not present or negligible in order to
accurately quantify the mercury concentration through the shift in the SPR wavelength. The
shift due to refractive index are most noticeable when the functionalized substrate is exposed to
air (n = 1.00) as opposed to when the substrate is immersed in water (n = 1.33), wherein the there
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is only a slight difference in the SPR maximum when compared to gold nanorods in solution
(figure 14).

Figure 14. UV-Vis spectra of gold nanorods with longitudinal SPR peak at 615 nm in solution
(green), immobilized onto a solid substrate exposed to water (black) or air (red)

In order to attribute the shifting SPR wavelength response to the mercury amalgamation
process rather than the change in the refractive index, the solid substrate is kept in an aqueous
solution and the spectra of the immobilized gold nanorods is recorded prior to mercury additions
to establish the starting wavelength. It is also important to note that the extent to which the
aspect ratio of the nanorods changes upon amalgamation with mercury depends on the number of
nanorods present or exposed to the mercury for a given concentration of mercury. Hence, the
calibration for the quantification on mercury is calculated based on the change in wavelength per
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nanorod. The number of nanorods in solution is proportional to the absorbance signal of the
SPR, allowing for calculation of the number of nanorods immobilized on the surface by
measuring the difference in absorbance of the nanorod solution used before and after
functionalization with the solid substrate. Upon addition of the reduced mercury, a decrease in
the SPR wavelength was observed in the spectra. The change in the wavelength max was plotted
as a function of the ratio between the molar concentration of mercury and the number of
nanorods on the substrate, leading to a linear calibration curve (figure 15).
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Figure 15. (A) Absorbance spectra of immobilized gold nanorods in aqueous solution with
addition of reduced mercury. (B) Calibration curve showing the change in the SPR wavelength
in the presence of mercury of the solid sensor and of gold nanorods in solution
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2.3.3 Analytical Figures of Merit
The analytical figures of merit were investigated for two types of sensors: immobilized
gold nanorods on solid substrates and gold nanorods suspended in an aqueous solution. Both
sensors used nanorods of the same aspect ratio (25 x 51 mm). After estimating the number of
nanorods present on the surface or in solution, the SPR wavelength response of each sensor in
the presence of mercury was plotted as a function of the concentration of mercury and the
number of nanorods on the surface or in solution (table 2). Plotting the change in wavelength as
a function of concentration of mercury per nanorod removes potential variations in sensitivity
due to differences in nanorod density on the surface of the substrate or in solution. For each
concentration plotted on the calibration graph, the change in SPR wavelength was the average of
three measurements taken from three spectral runs. The linear fittings (Δλ=b·[Hg]/NR + a) and
the statistics of the fittings (a ± sa and b ± sb) were calculated with the least squares method. The
correlation coefficients of the calibration curves are close to unity with a calculated F-value of
5.1 and a critical F-value of 19.1, indicating that the calibration curve is linear with a 95%
confidence [57]. The sensitivity (Δλ·NR/ [Hg]; units of nm M−1) of the sensors was calculated as
the slope of the calibration curve. The limits of detection (LOD) were calculated using the
equations recommended by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
[58].
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Table 2. Analytical figures of merit for mercury detection using gold nanorods in solution or
gold nanorods immobilized on a solid substrate
Gold Nanorod Solution

Immobilized Gold Nanorods

Δλ = b·[Hg] / NR + aa

Δλ = 1.30x1018·[Hg] / NR + 0.2

Δλ = 2.99x1018·[Hg] / NR - 0.1

Correlation Coefficient

0.9952

0.9957

Sensitivity

1.30x1018 nm.NR.M-1

2.99x1018 nm.NR.M-1

Standard deviation of the slopeb

± 0.06x1018 nm.NR.M-1

± 0.09x1018 nm.NR.M-1

Standard deviation of the interceptb

± 0.6 nm

± 0.2 nm

LOD (M/NR)c

2.49x10-18

3.24x10-19

a

Equation for the linear best fit with b = slope/sensitivity and a = intercept
Standard deviations calculated according to calibration guidelines [57]
c
Limits of detection calculated according to IUPAC guidelines [58]
b

Comparison of the analytical figures of merit of the nanorods in solution with the
immobilized nanorods shows sensitivities of the same order of magnitude, indicating that the
chemical functionalization of the nanorods to the surface of a solid substrate does not
significantly impact the surface area available for the mercury amalgamation to take place at the
ends of the nanorods. The lower limit of detection with the immobilized gold nanorods results
from the approximately two times higher sensitivity and the approximately three times lower
standard deviation of the intercept. One possibility for the poorer reproducibility of
measurements of the gold nanorods in solution is the scatter of resulting from a longer optical
path length and the random motion of the nanorods.
2.3.4 Interference Studies
The utility of a mercury sensor relies on its sensitivity for mercury without interferences
from other potential species found within the sample matrix, which in this case are inorganic ions
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that can be present and are also reduced by the sodium borohydride along with the mercury. The
selection of potential interferences followed the EPA list of soluble inorganic ions (arsenic,
barium, copper, sodium and lead) and a variety of counterions (oxide, acetate, sulfate, chloride
and nitrate) commonly found in tap water composition [3]. Each ion was individually tested at 5
M concentration, i.e. a much higher concentration than what is presented as the maximum
contamination level by the EPA in tap water samples, with the reference being the SPR
wavelength of the immobilized gold nanorods immersed in Nanopure water before addition of
the ion concentration (table 3). The standard deviations of the average shifts in SPR wavelength
are within the experimental error of the reference signal (P = 95%; N = 3), indicating that none
of the ions tested caused significant spectral shifts that could interfere with the accuracy of the
mercury detection.
Table 3. Shift in the SPR absorbance maximum wavelength for the immobilized gold nanorod
sensor in the presence of 5 M concentration of a potentially interfering species
Compound

As2O5

Ba(C2H3O2)2

CuSO4

NaCl

Pb(NO3)2

Δλmax (nm)

0.5 ± 0.1

-0.5 ± 0.1

-0.5 ± 0.1

0.0 ± 0.3

-0.7 ± 0.1

2.3.5 Quantification of Mercury in Tap Water
The ability of the immobilized gold nanorod sensor to detect mercury in tap water was
evaluated by the multiple standard addition of mercury to a tap water sample. The immobilized
gold nanorod sensor was immersed in a solution containing 2% (by volume) tap water reduced
with 0.1 M NaBH4, followed by additions of 5 L aliquots of 200.0 M HgCl2 to the solution to
construct a multiple standard addition curve (figure 16). The concentration of mercury in the tap
water sample was calculated by extrapolation to the x-intercept of the standard addition curve,
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obtaining a mercury concentration of 9.5x10-10 M, a value that is below the limit of detection of
the sensor.

Figure 16. Multiple standard addition curve for the quantification of mercury in tap water

The quantification of capabilities of the sensor for mercury in contaminated tap water
were also evaluated by creating a synthetic sample consisting of several EPA contaminates with
a known and quantifiable concentration of mercury using the same multiple standard addition
method. The experiment would reveal whether the mercury interaction with the potentially
interfering species would result in erroneous quantification of mercury. The synthetic mixture
contained all of the following species at their EPA limits: sodium chloride (7.0×10−3 M), copper
sulfate (2.1×10−5 M), barium acetate (1.5×10−5 M), arsenic (V) oxide (1.3×10−7 M), and lead
nitrate (7.2×10−8 M). The mixture also contained mercury, spiked to a concentration of
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5.0×10−7 M. The concentration determined from the standard addition plot was 5.0
(±1.6)×10−7 M, which found to be statistically indistinguishable (95% confidence) from the
spiked concentration using the t-test (figure 17).

Figure 17. Multiple standard addition curve for the quantification of mercury in a synthetic
contaminated tap water sample

2.4 Conclusion
This chapter details the analytical capabilities of gold nanorods immobilized on a solid
silica substrate for sensing mercury in water samples. In comparison to solution measurements,
the immobilization of gold nanorods on a solid substrate improves both the sensitivity and the
limit of detection. Immobilization of the gold nanorods also prevents aggregation from
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degradation of the surfactant layer due to adsorption of organic matter or high ionic strength. No
interference was observed from several inorganic ions commonly present in tap water samples,
showing selectivity to mercury through the amalgamation with gold. The possibility of using
solid substrates with immobilized gold nanorods is a step towards further functionalization of the
sensor such as the conversion of the sensor to an electrochemical based sensor which will be
discussed in chapter 3, or analysis of mercury in water flows using flow injection analysis which
will be discussed in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3: INDIUM TIN OXIDE ELECTRODE MODIFIED WITH
GOLD NANORODS FOR POTENTIAL CONTROLLED SURFACE
PLASMON RESONANCE STUDIES
Published in Microchimica Acta (Springer Nature) vol 180 (2013) pg 1013-1020
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an approach for the enhancement of the immobilized gold nanorod
sensor through the introduction of potential control through the use of a silica substrate coated
with a layer of indium tin oxide (ITO). ITO is a well-known ternary composition with a
formulation of 74% indium, 18% oxygen, and 8% tin by weight. It has a high electrical
conductivity with a similar optical transparency as glass. This modification will remove the need
for a reducing agent, as well as open up possible avenues for other trace metal quantification as
well as speciation due to the ability to control the reduction potential, though this chapter will be
focusing on its use as a mercury sensor. The use of gold nanoparticle functionalized ITO coated
glass slides is well documented. Its applications include but are not limited to enhancement of
chemiluminescence [58-59], SPR based biosensors [60-62], or hydrogen peroxide sensors [63].
Herein, the combination of SPR sensing through UV-Vis spectroscopy with simultaneous
electrochemical potential control will be investigated with mercury sensing as the model system.
However, the translation of the procedures used for the immobilization of gold nanorods
onto a silica glass slide to immobilized gold nanorods onto ITO slides has proven difficult due to
the difference in the surface of the substrate. The ITO thin film on the glass occupies the
majority of the silica surface, making MTPMS functionalization and the subsequent gold
nanorod immobilization difficult. Thus, a systematic investigation of the optimum parameters
for the immobilization of gold nanorods onto ITO-coated glass slides using MPTMS was needed.
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Optimization of MPTMS surface coverage through proper reaction times, solvent, and
temperature conditions will be discussed [58,64-65], as well as CTAB removal, and ionic
strength conditions needed for reproducible production of the gold nanorod-MPTMS-ITO
electrodes [66].
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Chemical and Reagents
Indium tin oxide coated (70–100 Ω · sq−1) glass cover slides were purchased from SigmaAldrich. Fisher Scientific supplied (3-mercaptopropyl) trimethoxysilane, concentrated
ammonium hydroxide, sulfuric acid, potassium ferrocyanide, potassium nitrate, and sodium
chloride. Gold nanorods with peak longitudinal SPR wavelength 615 nm (6.29 × 1011
nanorods · mL−1) and aspect ratio 1.9, were purchased from Nanopartz, Inc. Silver epoxy used to
attach a lead to the ITO electrode was acquired from Ted Pella, Inc. Nanopure water (18 MΩcm) was purified using a Barnstead Infinity Filter.
3.2.2 Instrumentation
Absorbance spectra were acquired using an HR4000 UV–Vis spectrometer. The 25 × 25
mm ITO slides were placed in an optical glass cuvette (Starna Cells) with dimensions large
enough to accommodate the ITO working electrode, Ag/AgCl miniature reference electrode
(eDAQ, Inc.) and platinum wire counter electrode. Potential control was attained using CH
Instruments 400A potentiostat. For contact angle measurements, a Ramé-Hart Goniometer 100
was used with a 10 μL sessile drop imaged on the surface. SEM images were acquired using a
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Zeiss-ULTRA-55 FEG. An in-lens detector and electron acceleration voltage of 2.00 kV were
used to acquire images of Gold Nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrodes.
3.2.3 Preparation of MPTMS-modified ITO Electrodes
Commercially obtained ITO coated glass cover slides were cleaned by sonication for
20 min in each of the following solvents sequentially: soapy water, water, acetone, and methanol.
The slides were then dried and treated with 1 % (v/v) NH4OH in Nanopure water for 1 h at
80 °C. After the immersion in NH4OH, the slides were rinsed with copious quantities of water
and dried at room temperature for several hours.
Several methods for MPTMS self-assembly were tested to attain high surface coverage
(table 4). After determining which concentration of MPMTS and reaction conditions (reflux or
room temperature) was required, reaction times to prepare MPTMS-modified ITO slides were
investigated. Elucidation of required reaction time was accomplished by immersing the
hydroxide-treated ITO slides in 10 % (v/v) MPTMS in ethanol for varying lengths of time.
MPTMS-ITO slides were subjected to a variety of reaction times with 15 min increments in the
MPTMS reaction solution. After removing the slides from the MPTMS solutions, they were
rinsed with copious quantities of methanol and allowed to dry at room temperature. The slides
were then treated by heating to 110 °C in an oven for 60 min to allow Si-O-Si condensation.
Slides were stored in methanol until they were used, either for contact angle and cyclic
voltammetry characterization or for gold nanorod immobilization.
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Table 4. Reaction conditions for MTPMS-ITO monolayer self-assembly
Method
Designation
1
2
3

Volume %
MTPMS
10%
10%
2%

Solvent
Toluene
Ethanol
Ethanol

Reaction
Condition
Reflux
Room temp
Room temp

Reaction Time
60 minutes
0 – 60 minutes
24 hours

3.2.4 Attachment of Gold Nanorods to MPTMS-modified Electrodes
Commercially produced gold nanorods were treated prior to immobilization on MPTMSITO cover slides by removal of excess CTAB from the nanorod solution and adjusting the ionic
strength with NaCl. This was accomplished by subjecting 1.00 mL of nanorod solution to two
centrifugation cycles at 6,000 rpm for 30 min each. After each centrifugation, 900 μL
supernatant volume was removed and replaced with the same volume of Nanopure water.
Additional centrifugation steps caused precipitation of the gold nanorods. As described by
Ferhan et al., the ionic strength of NR solutions can strongly affect the immobilization
capabilities of the nanorods [67]. To control the ionic strength, a 0.01 M stock solution of NaCl
was prepared and small aliquots added to the 1 mL of nanorod solution to attain the desired NaCl
concentration (between 10 μM and 100 μM). Gold nanorods with low CTAB concentration and
varying NaCl concentration were immobilized on the MPTMS-ITO surfaces by placing a 1 mL
drop of the NaCl/Nanorod solution on the surface of the MPTMS-modified ITO for varying
times (between 4 h and 17 h). ITO electrodes with gold nanorod modification were stable for up
to 1 month when stored in Nanopure water.
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3.2.5 Electrochemical Characterization
Bare ITO, MPTMS-modified ITO and Gold Nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrodes were
examined using cyclic voltammetry with 1 mM ferrocyanide at 100 mV · sec−1 scan rate. The
supporting electrolyte was 0.1 M KNO3, although other unreactive supporting electrolytes such
as KCl would also be suitable. Verification of the presence of gold nanorods on the ITO surface
was accomplished using cyclic voltammetry in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution in the range of −0.15 to
1.4 V at 100 mV · sec−1 scan rate. To monitor the SPR signal in response to applied potential,
Gold Nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrodes were immersed in 0.1 M KNO3 with potential applied
using a potential step procedure with simultaneous UV–Vis absorbance measurements.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 MPTMS Surface Modification and Characterization
Producing an ITO electrode surface capable of capturing gold nanorods requires
formation of an adequate MPTMS layer similar to the procedure done in chapter 2. Fractional
monolayer coverage has two disadvantages. The first is that gaps in the MPTMS layer would
allow diffusion of electrochemical species to the ITO surface, creating a competitive surface in
addition to the nanorods at which electrochemical reactions can occur. Secondly, submonolayer
coverage would result in a scarcity of thiol functionality. Abundant thiol moieties are required to
allow multiple capture sites for the gold-thiol binding to occur, a necessary step in forming
nanorod-modified electrodes that is already challenging due to the electrostatic repulsion
between the positively charged nanorods due to the CTAB particles.
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As such, multiple methods were investigated in order to determine the optimal reaction
conditions needed for MTPMS self-assembly (table 4). To determine whether the reflux
MPTMS modification method was superior to the room temperature preparation, cyclic
voltammagrams were obtained for the refluxed and room temperature MPTMS-modified ITO
slides [68-69]. The voltammograms were obtained in 1 mM ferrocyanide with 0.1 M KNO3 as a
supporting electrolyte. The bare ITO slide showed typical reversible CV shape with ~60 mV
ΔEpeak, while ITO slides that had been treated with MPTMS with either reflux or room
temperature treatment did not show peak currents (figure 18). The lack of the peak current is
consistent with the formation of a monolayer preventing diffusion of the solution redox species
to the ITO surface as MPTMS monolayer itself is non-conductive. The conductivity of the
electrode will be reestablished after formation of the gold nanorod layer and will be further
discussed in section 3.3.3. Both room temperature methods (10% MTPMS for 60 minutes or 2%
MPTMS for 24 hours) showed similar results, as such, the 60 minute MPTMS immersion
procedure will be used due to the significantly shorter reaction time needed.
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Figure 18. Cyclic voltammagrams of a bare ITO slide (black line), ITO slide after reflux
treatment (blue line), and room temperature treatment (red line)

Since both reflux and room temperature MPTMS modification method were successful,
room temperature preparation methods were selected for simplicity. The time required to
achieve an MPTMS monolayer was then investigated at room temperature. ITO slides were
prepared using varying MPTMS reaction times and CVs measured for each (figure 19). The
CVs revealed a reduction in anodic and reductive peak current and potential with reaction time,
consistent with the formation of a monolayer that prevents diffusion of the solution redox species
to the ITO surface. The change in peak potential is indicative of diminished rate of electron
transfer and transition from reversible (bare ITO) to quasi-reversible (15–45 min reaction time)
and irreversible (60 min) processes. The attenuation of redox peaks in CV experiments is
consistent with the formation of highly ordered, compact self-assembled monolayers on ITO
[70].
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Figure 19. CV curves of bare ITO and MPTMS-modification with varying immersion times (a.
0 min, b. 15 min, c. 30 min, d. 45 min, e. 60 min). (B) Plot of the change in the anodic and
reductive ΔEpeak with MPTMS reaction time.
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Further confirmation of the MTPMS monolayer formation was done through contact
angle measurements as the bare ITO glass substrate is hydrophilic while the MPTMS monolayer
is hydrophobic. The increasing contact angle of a sessile, 10 μL drop of water on the MPTMSITO is consistent with the formation of a hydrophobic monolayer between the ITO and the water
drop. When the contact angle is compared to the peak anodic current of the ITO slide in a
ferrocyanide solution with respect to MTPMS reaction time, it is clear that the diminishing peak
current with MPTMS reaction time is consistent with decreased access of the ferrocyanide to the
ITO surface due to the formation of the MTPMS monolayer (figure 20). The 60 min MPTMS
immersion was then used for all subsequent room temperature experiments as further immersion
was not needed due to full MPTMS coverage.

Figure 20. Contact angle of MPTMS-modified ITO slides and peak anodic current from CV
curve with respect to MTPMS reaction time
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3.3.2 Gold Nanorod Surface Modification and Characterization
Despite adequate MPTMS surface coverage on the ITO slides, immersion of the slides in
as-prepared commercial gold nanorod solution for 4 hours (twice the time needed for silica
substrates) showed only limited success in attaching the nanorods to the thiols at the electrode
surface (figure 21). The absorbance signal arising from the immobilized gold nanorods showed
inadequate signal-to-noise for accurate SPR data acquisition with the electrode under potential
control. Longer immersion times (up to 17 hours) in the nanorod solutions yielded similar
results. It was concluded that the inadequate gold nanorod binding was due to electrostatic
repulsion between positively charged CTAB bilayers surrounding the nanorods, such that the
thiol sites at the surface remain unreacted. Unlike in silica substrates, the ITO surface seemed to
contain significantly less available area for functionalization with the MPTMS, even after
complete surface coverage, such that the thiol affinity for gold could not overcome the
electrostatic repulsion between the nanorods.
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Figure 21. UV-Vis spectra of gold nanorods immobilized on ITO slides after functionalizing
with MPTMS using methods 1-3 (table 4)
Ferhan et. al. detailed an approach to attenuate the excess CTAB in solution in concert
with the addition of counter ions to minimize electrostatic repulsion and achieve higher surface
coverage of NR on glass substrates [67] (figure 22). Although the thiol-gold immobilization
approach here is different from that described by Ferhan et. al., the theory behind the adjustment
in inter-nanorod forces in order to increase the favorability of nanorod deposition can be applied
herein. Centrifugation to remove CTAB was attempted prior to immersing MPTMS-ITO slides
in the gold nanorod solution. Two rounds of centrifugation and re-suspension showed improved
nanorod immobilization (figure 23), tripling the absorbance of slides produced without
centrifugation, but the signal-to-noise was still inadequate. Additional centrifugation resulted in
the inability to re-suspend the nanorods due to insufficient CTAB available to form the bilayer,
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resulting in aggregation. As such, alternative measures were required to diminish electrostatic
repulsion further and enhance nanorod surface immobilization.

Figure 22. Schematics showing the inter-nanorod as well as nanorod-substrate interactions under
increasing ionic strength at different CTAB concentrations [67]
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Figure 23. UV-Vis spectra of centrifuged gold nanorods immobilized on ITO slides

With the CTAB reduction showing improvement to the immobilization of the gold
nanorods onto the MPTMS-ITO substrate, additional fine tuning of the electrostatic repulsion
between nanorods was needed to further obtain acceptable coverage of the slide. This was
accomplished through addition of ionic species to the nanorod solution to produce changes in the
dispersion and aggregation behavior of the nanorods, ideally to reduce the electrostatic repulsion
without causing significant aggregation. Sodium chloride was chosen as the model ion due to its
simplicity, availability, and non-toxicity. Absorbance measurements of twice-centrifuged gold
nanorod solution with addition of sodium chloride reveal a wide range of absorbance for
solutions containing the same concentration of nanorods, varying only in the concentration of
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sodium chloride (figure 24). It is apparent that the ionic strength changes the absorbance
behavior of the nanorods in a nonlinear way, caused by repulsion or attraction of the nanorods.

Figure 24. UV-Vis spectra of twice-centrifuged colloidal gold nanorods in solution in the
presence of varying concentrations of sodium chloride

Addition of higher concentrations of sodium chloride can decrease the electrostatic
repulsion between nanorods such that aggregation occurs and the signal is lost, as apparent in the
weak absorbance of the 100 μM NaCl solution. Nanorods in solution with lower NaCl
concentrations may display diminished electrostatic repulsion which is exhibited in the solution
nanorod SPR spectra by a slight decrease in absorbance. Moderate (50 μM) concentration of
NaCl was selected for surface immobilization because this concentration yields reduced
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electrostatic repulsion without resulting in aggregation. Using the moderate NaCl concentration
combined with the centrifuged nanorods resulted in suitable conditions for minimal electrostatic
repulsion, allowing for favorable deposition of the gold nanorods onto the MPTMS-ITO surface
(figure 25). Comparison with the experiments with no NaCl added, the SPR absorbance of the
immobilized nanorods increased eightfold with a 4 hour immersion time. Improved signal to
noise of the absorbance spectra allowed selection of this procedure for all subsequent
experiments in SPR measurements with potential control.

Figure 25. UV-Vis spectra of centrifuged gold nanorods with and without a moderate
concentration of NaCl immobilized on ITO slides
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Information about the distribution of individual nanorod and quantification of surface
coverage was obtained through SEM images of the gold nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrodes
(figure 26). The well-dispersed particles are consistent with the absorbance spectral data, which
showed no aggregation peaks in the spectra. Surface coverage of the nanorods was quantified by
dividing the SEM images into sections with 500 nm × 500 nm dimensions and counting nanorods
in 20 such sectors and dividing by the area of the region. The surface improved from 9
nanorods · μm−2 in the absence of ionic strength control, to 15 nanorods · μm−2 using a deposition
solution containing 50 μM NaCl.

Figure 26. SEM images at different magnifications of gold nanorods immobilized on the
MPTMS-ITO slide with surface coverage of 15 nanorods · μm−2

3.3.3 Response of Gold Nanorod-MPTMS-ITO Electrodes under Potential Control
The utility of combining SPR measurements with potential control has been previously
investigated for applications such as metal detection with a gold electrode [71-72] and electric
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field induced DNA hybridization [73]. Use of a gold nanorod-modified ITO electrode as an SPR
sensor with conditions of applied potential requires characterization of the potential response of
the nanorods as electrodes as well as the SPR response under potential control. As the
conductivity of the ITO surface is effectively nullified after MPTMS functionalization, the
potential control will be conducted on the gold nanorod surface, ensuring selectivity of the
sensor to mercury. To confirm that the nanorods could act as sites for electrochemical reactions
under potential control, the gold nanorod-modified electrodes were immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4
and the CV response measured and compared to bare ITO and a bulk gold electrode under the
same conditions (figure 27). The characteristic reductive peak at +0.84 V found on the gold
electrode and similarly on the gold nanorod-ITO electrode can be attributed to the reduction of
gold oxide that is formed after the anodic potential sweep [74-75], which confirms the presence
of gold at the surface and that potential control over the nanorods separated through the silanealkane-thiol layer can be achieved.
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Figure 27. Cyclic voltammagram of a bare ITO slide (dashed line), bulk gold electrode (gray
line), and gold nanorod-ITO electrode (black line) in 0.5 M H2SO4

The larger integrated area under the reductive peak for gold nanorod-MPTMS-ITO
electrode relative to the bulk gold electrode arises from the difference in surface area between
the two electrodes. The major contributions to the higher surface area of the gold nanorodMPTMS-ITO electrode include the larger deposition area (25 x 25 cm ITO slide) compared to
the smaller 2 mm gold electrode, as well as the higher surface area of the immobilized gold
nanorods themselves due to higher surface roughness arising from microscopic features and the
crystal structure of the gold nanorods compared to the bulk surface of the gold electrode. Gold
oxide adsorption is among the most commonly used methods for surface roughness
characterization [76]. The integrated gold oxide reductive peak area (5.9 × 10−6 A) relative to the
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peak area for the bulk gold electrode (2.2 × 10−6 A) indicates that the gold surface area of the
immobilized gold nanorods is a factor of ~2.6 times greater than that of the small gold working
electrode.
With the voltammetric characterization of the gold nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrode
concluding the ability for potential control of the immobilized gold nanorods, characterizing the
SPR response of the nanorods with applied potential is an essential control that must be
performed prior to use of the electrode as a potential controlled SPR sensor. To determine the
nanorod SPR response to different applied potentials, the electrode was immersed in 0.1 M
KNO3 and the absorbance spectra recorded at a series of positive and negative potentials. This
solution was selected to minimize the risk of redox reactions influencing the refractive index or
gold structure at the nanorod surface, with the possible exception of the adsorption of ions within
the double layer region. The longitudinal SPR peaks in the absorbance spectra are blue-shifted
(lower wavelengths) under negative applied potential, while at positive potentials a red shift
(higher wavelengths) is observed in the SPR peaks with respect to the wavelength with no
potential applied (figure 28).
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Figure 28. Plot of the SPR wavelength maximum under applied negative or positive potential

The linear response between wavelength shift and applied potential is due to the
alteration in the electron density at the interface between the electrode and solution, particularly
at the longitudinal surface plasmon mode of the nanorods, in a phenomenon known as electron
charging [77-79]. However, this linear response deviates significantly if potentials were high
enough to result in gold-oxide formation, which would cause irreversible difference in the
refractive index of the surface of the gold electrode. As such, the upper limit of the applied
potential should be the potential required for the gold-oxide formation which was seen in the
gold nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrodes at approximately +1.1 V. The reversible nature of the
change in SPR response with potential, however, can be exploited to measure reversible changes
in refractive index surrounding the nanorods. Alternatively, irreversible alterations in aspect
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ratio of the nanorods resulting from reactions at the nanorod surface can be monitored after
potential control is removed.
3.3.4 Application of Gold Nanorod-MPTMS-ITO Electrodes to a Model System
The potential application of the gold nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrode as an SPR sensor
was demonstrated with mercury as a model analyte system. The sensitivity and selectivity of
gold nanorods to elemental mercury was discussed in section 1.3.2 and the same reactivity and
amalgamation mechanism of mercury to the gold nanorods immobilized onto an ITO electrode is
expected. Reduction of Hg(II) onto the immobilized gold nanorods was accomplished using
potential sweep voltammetry (+1.0 V to −0.6 V at 25 mV · sec−1) and with the peak for mercury
reduction occurring at ~0.28 V (figure 29). The resulting change in the SPR wavelength was
recorded with a series of concentrations of HgCl2 in 0.1 M KNO3. The absorbance spectra were
recorded after the applied potential had been removed to ensure that the change in the SPR
wavelength was due strictly to the change in the aspect ratio from the mercury amalgamation
without any influence from the electron charging.
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Figure 29. Cyclic voltammagram of the reduction of Hg(II) to mercury metal using the gold
nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrode
The linear response of the SPR signal (correlation coefficient 0.95 for linear least squares
best fit) to the Hg(II) concentration per nanorod immersed in the solution indicates the
applicability of gold nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrodes for combined potential control-SPR
quantification (figure 30). The limit of detection with the surface coverage reported (15
nanorods · μm−2) was 8 × 10−7 M, but with different surface coverage the sensitivity and limit of
detection could be altered. The limits of detection can also be improved through the use of
anodic stripping voltammetry as opposed to cyclic voltammetry due to the preconcentration
effect provided by the applied constant reduction potential, though at the cost of a considerably
increased sample time and faster degradation of the gold nanorod layer through amalgamation.
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Figure 30. (A) SPR response of immobilized gold nanorods on an ITO electrode with addition of
HgCl2 and reduction through potential sweep voltammetry (B) Calibration curve of the change in
the SPR maximum absorbance wavelength with respect to concentration of mercury per nanorod
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3.4 Conclusion
The conditions for the fabrication of optically transparent gold nanorod functionalized
ITO electrodes deviate from those required to functionalize silica substrates as seen in chapter 2.
Pretreatment of the gold nanorods with CTAB removal procedures and increasing the ionic
strength are essential for obtaining high absorbance signal-to-noise SPR substrates that can be
subjected to potential control. The success of the procedure described here has been
demonstrated using both cyclic voltammetry and SPR measurements coupled with potential
sweep voltammetry in a model HgCl2 detection system. Although the electrodes cannot be
regenerated after amalgamation with mercury, a single electrode can be used for a given
calibration or standard addition procedure.
Possible applications of this technology include the as well as trace metals quantification
and speciation due to the differing reduction potentials of each individual ion (figure 31) and
their effect on the SPR wavelength of the immobilized gold nanorods. The mercury detection
model can also be expanded with speciation between inorganic mercury ions and organic
mercury compounds such as methylmercury, as each compound will also have a unique
reduction potential (figure 32).
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Figure 31. Cyclic voltammagrams of the reduction of various metal ions metal using the gold
nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrode

Figure 32. Cyclic voltammagrams of the reduction of mercury ions and methylmercury using the
gold nanorod-MPTMS-ITO electrode
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CHAPTER 4: IMMOBILIZED GOLD NANORODS FOR SURFACE
PLASMON RESONANCE DETECTION OF MERCURY IN FLOW
INJECTION ANALYSIS
Published in Talanta (Elsevier) vol 128 (2014) pg 196-202
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, flow injection analysis (FIA) is investigated as another approach to
mercury detection with the use of the SPR based sensor via immobilized gold nanorods,
effectively using a flow of a mercury sample to induce the amalgamation with the nanorods.
This method seeks to further improve the sensitivity via the addition of FIA beyond the
immobilization procedure which was proven in chapter 2 to increase the sensitivity of the sensor
in static or batch conditions (figure 33). FIA methods have been used extensively since the
1970s when they were first utilized to achieve automation of serial assays and have since been
used to determination of reaction rates, diffusion constants, and solubility products, among many
other fundamental values [80-81]. FIA for mercury detection is often paired with another
quantification method, most commonly atomic absorption [82-84].
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Figure 33. Simplified schematic diagram of the preparation and sensing method of immobilized
gold nanorods used for mercury quantification
Investigation of two types of FIA modes is discussed herein, stopped flow and continuous
flow modes [85]. Stopped flow involves the injection of the sample matrix and stopping the
flow as it reaches the reaction cell containing the immobilized gold nanorods. The flow is
stopped for an optimized time in order to allow the injected sample to fully react with the
nanorods. Continuous flow involves the constant flow of sample through the reaction cell for a
predetermined amount of time, allowing for an increasing build-up of the amalgamation process.
Both methods have particular advantages and disadvantages for the determination that will be
discussed in addition to their analytical figures of merit. In addition, the effect of ionic strength
on the immobilized gold nanorods compared to their colloidal nanorod counterparts will be
investigated due to its importance in mercury quantification using the SPR sensor in water
samples.
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4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Chemical and Reagents
Bare gold nanorods with aspect ratio 1.9, nominal LSPR λmax of 611 nm and capped with
CTAB were purchased from Nanopartz, Inc. VWR Vistavision cover slides and glass slides
were purchased from VWR International and cut to size. Reagents, including HgCl2, NaCl,
H2SO4, ethanol, Al(NO3)3, Co(NO3)2, Cr(NO3)3, Sr(NO3)2, SnCl2, Pb(NO3)2, Mn(CH3COO)2,
MgSO4, H2O2 (30%), NaBH4, and 85% (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) were
acquired from Fisher Scientific. Otherwise noted, all solutions were prepared using 18 MΩ cm
Nanopure water.
4.2.2 Immobilization of Gold Nanorods on a Glass Substrate
Gold nanorods were immobilized on glass substrates according to a procedure slightly
modified from chapter 2 to account for the discoveries (ionic strength control to minimize
electrostatic repulsion between nanorods and favor deposition) discussed in chapter 3. Glass
cover slides were cleaned by immersing them into a piranha solution – a 4:1 concentrated
sulfuric acid to 30% hydrogen peroxide mixture – for 20 min. After rinsing with copious
quantities of water and methanol, the clean substrates were stored in methanol until needed. A
thiol-functionalized, self-assembled monolayer was deposited on the glass surface by immersing
the clean slides into a MPTMS/ethanol mixture (10%/90% v/v) for 1 hour. The MPTMS
functionalized substrates were rinsed copiously with methanol and then oven-heated to 110 °C
for 3 hours.
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With the aim of minimizing the electrostatic repulsion among the gold nanorods and
achieve a better surface coverage on the MPTMS functionalized substrates, the commercial
solution of nanorods was stripped from the excess of CTAB. This was accomplished by
centrifuging 1 mL of Au NRs solution (2.23×1011 NRs/mL) at 2033g for 30 minutes. After
removing approximately 800 µL of the supernatant from the sample vial, the gold nanorods were
re-suspended in approximately the same volume of Nanopure water. This process was repeated
twice. Additional rounds of centrifugation resulted in irreversible aggregation of the nanorods.
The nanorods were immobilized on the MPTMS substrates by placing 500 µL of the gold
nanorod solution on the functionalized surface for four hours. After removing the excess of unreacted nanorods with water, the immobilized gold nanorod substrates were stored in Nanopure
water until further use. Their absorption properties were found to remain constant within a six
month period of substrate preparation. Longer time periods were not attempted.
4.2.3 Instrumentation
Flow injection analysis was carried out with a FIA-lab system (FIAlab – 2000, Alitea
Instruments USA, Inc.) operating in the single-line manifold configuration. The main
components of the FIA-lab system consisted of a four channel peristaltic pump equipped with
0.75 mm internal diameter (i.d.) Teflon tubing, a sample injection valve, a T-piece, and a
reaction coil (0.75 mm i.d. and 195 cm long). From the reaction coil, the sample was pumped to
the flow- through detection cell and then to waste. For all experiments the sample loop injection
volume was 150 µL.
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A custom demountable flow cell used to measure absorbance spectra from gold nanorods
immobilized on solid substrates (figure 34). The basic unit (SL-5 EZ) was purchased from
International Crystal Laboratories (Garfield, NJ) and modified in-house to fit the substrates. A
silicon gasket was cut to the dimensions of the cell providing an inner cell volume equal to
15 µL. Absorbance measurements were made with a double-beam Cary 50 spectrometer
equipped with a 75-W pulsed Xenon lamp (spectral radiance from 190 to 1100 nm), a 1.5-nm
fixed optical band-pass, a monochromator with a 24,000 nm/min maximum scan rate, a beamsplitter and two silicon photodiode detectors. Nonlinear peak fitting of spectral data was made
with OriginLab 8.5 software.

Figure 34. Schematic diagram of the flow cell used to measure absorbance from gold nanorod
substrates
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Instrumental Performance and Spectral Fitting
As the quantitation of mercury concentration with the immobilized gold nanorod sensor
relies on the shifts of the SPR absorbance maximum wavelength, it is imperative to determine
the reproducibility of the instrumental response. In the ideal case scenario – i.e., the absence of
environmental noise – the ability to measuring reproducible wavelengths ultimately depends on
the performance of the spectrometer. In order to test the reproducibility of the wavelength
measurements acquired by the instrument, instrumental performance was monitored on a daily
basis with a commercial standard (table 5). The standard consisted of a single crystal of
dysprosium-activated yttrium aluminum garnet mounted in a cuvette-sized holder with a wellcharacterized, quasi-line absorption spectrum in the visible region. The wavelength and
absorbance intensity accuracy of the instrument was verified by 10 measurements of the standard
within 1 hour of use, and the position of the observed wavelengths compared with the
wavelengths provided by the manufacturer. Performance of the FIA system is noted in appendix
B.
Table 5. Reproducibility of measurements obtained with UV-Vis absorption spectrometer
λ (nm)
385.70 ± 0.07
395.08 ± 0.07
447.24 ± 0.07
456.24 ± 0.07
751.88 ± 0.07
754.22 ± 0.07
761.42 ± 0.07
789.16 ± 0.07

Absorbance (a.u.)
0.1858 ± 0.0012
0.1410 ± 0.00018
0.1303 ± 0.0007
0.1039 ± 0.0010
0.1433 ± 0.0011
0.1358 ± 0.0026
0.1043 ± 0.0019
0.1084 ± 0.0029
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Inaccuracies due to instrumental noise are dependent on the relative intensity of the SPR
absorbance spectra, with the magnitude of the intensity proportional to the density of the gold
nanorods immobilized on the surface. It is vital to be able to perform accurate analysis of trace
concentrations of mercury through accurate measurements of the SPR maximum wavelength,
which can be difficult if the signal-to-noise level is low. While it is possible to increase the
absorbance intensity of the SPR signal through tuning of the ionic strength as discussed in
section 3.3.2, the gold nanorod concentration on the surface has a substantial effect on the
response of the sensor to mercury, as larger shifts per unit concentration of mercury are seen
with relatively low concentrations of gold nanorods [86]. An alternative to facilitate the accurate
measurement of the SPR maximum wavelength is through the nonlinear fitting of noisy spectral
data to a Gram-Charlier (GCAS) function using a Levenberg Marquardt iteration algorithm [87]
(figure 35). This approach was used to calculate the wavelength shift values used in this chapter.
A tolerance (χ2) of 1×10−9 was employed in all cases.
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Figure 35. Absorbance spectra of immobilized gold nanorod substrates with curve fitting using
the GCAS function. Spectra were recorded from glass substrates with different number of
nanorods on their surface: (A) 1.8×1011 and (B) 2.2×1011 NRs.
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4.3.2 Stabilization of Reference Wavelength with NaBH4
As mentioned in previous studies by Rex et. al, in the presence of NaBH4, a blue shift in
the SPR wavelength maximum is observed due to unreacted gold ions (Au3+) still present on the
glass surface of the substrate [42]. Upon reduction to elemental gold and subsequent deposition
on the immobilized nanorods increases the diameter of the nanorods and thereby reduces their
aspect ratio. Kinetic experiments reveal the exposure time of approximately 6 needed for the
reduction and deposition of the unreacted gold ions onto the immobilized gold nanorods (figure
36). In order to ensure the complete reduction and deposition process, a conservative time of 10
minutes of NaBH4 exposure will be used before further experiments. Under these conditions, the
statistics of the fittings of numerous absorption spectra recorded from individual substrates
provided a ± 1 nm substrate-to-substrate variation of the average SPR wavelength maximum
value.

Figure 36. Absorbance spectra over time of the immobilized gold nanorod substrate immersed in
a 10−3 M NaBH4 solution.
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4.3.3 Effect of Ionic Strength and NOM on the Spectral Features of Gold Nanorods
Further studies were conducted to determine the full effect of ionic strength and natural
organic matter on the immobilized gold nanorods compared to their colloidal counterparts. The
sensor was first tested by exposing the immobilized nanorods to a tap water sample to determine
if the sample matrix which contains significant concentrations of natural organic matter and ions
capable of causing nanorod aggregation would affect the SPR absorbance signal of the sensor.
Upon comparison with a gold nanorod solution exposed to the tap water sample matrix and a
high concentration of sodium borohydride, the gold nanorods in solution clearly aggregated as
indicated by the degradation of the SPR signal. The immobilized nanorods exposed to the same
sample show some shift due to adsorption of organic molecules on the nanorod surface which
slightly change the refractive index of the surrounding medium of the nanorods but no loss of the
SPR signal (figure 37). The adsorption of the organic molecules occurs over approximately 10
minutes, after which the SPR signal becomes stable and no further shifts in the maximum SPR
wavelength is noted with further exposure.
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Figure 37. (A) Absorbance spectra over time of colloidal gold nanorods in the presence of a tap
water sample and 0.01 M NaBH4. (B) Absorbance spectra over time of immobilized gold
nanorods on a solid substrate in the presence of a tap water sample and 0.01 M NaBH4
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In order to test the viability of the immobilized gold nanorods in potentially more
contaminated species, the sensor was immersed in synthetic solutions of either high ionic
strength or high concentrations of natural organic matter. In this case, a concentration of 0.5 M
NaCl was used to imitate a high ionic strength and varying concentrations of humic acid was
used to imitate the natural organic matter found in water samples (figure 38). As expected, the
SPR absorbance spectra of the immobilized gold nanorods exhibited no change in the absorbance
maximum as aggregation of the nanorods due to the loss of the CTAB bilayer is not possible due
to their immobilization. Additions of increasing concentrations of humic acids displayed similar
SPR wavelength shifts as seen in the tap water, verifying the SPR wavelength shift due to the
adsorption of natural organic matter onto the nanorod surface.
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Figure 38. Absorbance spectra over time of immobilized gold nanorods on a solid substrate in
the presence of (A) 0.5 M NaCl (B) increasing concentrations of humic acid (HA)
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4.3.4 Analytical Figures of Merit
Two detection modes – stop and continuous flow – were investigated for the analysis of
mercury in water samples. Stop flow experiments were carried out by pumping Nanopure water
through the flow cell at a 0.73 mL min−1 rate followed by injection of the mercury sample.
Standard solutions of Hg2+ were prepared in 0.01 M NaBH4. After 30 seconds of sample
injection, the carrier flow was stopped to allow for the interaction of the injected solution with
the gold nanorod substrate. The 30 second period was the time observed to elapse between the
injection of a color dye solution and its arrival at the sensing cavity of the flow cell. Within the
micro-molar mercury concentration range, the amalgamation reaction was complete at
approximately three minutes of substrate exposure time (figure 39).
Continuous flow experiments were carried out by pumping standard solutions of
Hg2+/10−3 M NaBH4 at a 0.73 mL min−1 flow rate. In the nanomolar range, continuous flow
exhibited wavelength shifts over time dependent on the concentration of the mercury sample
flow, with higher concentrations requiring longer reaction times until equilibrium is reached and
the wavelength remains constant (figure 40).
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Figure 39. (A) Absorbance spectra of the SPR response of immobilized nanorods to Hg over
time under stopped flow conditions. (B) Graph of the shift in the SPR maximum wavelength
over time under stopped flow conditions
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Figure 40(A) Graph (B) spectra of the SPR absorbance wavelength shifts over time of
immobilized gold nanorods exposed to nanomolar concentrations of Hg in a continuous flow
method
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The linear dynamic ranges (LDR) of the calibration curves were based on five mercury
concentrations. The entire set of stop flow data was obtained with one immobilized gold nanorod
substrate, including the one substrate for blank measurements (10−3 M NaBH4/Nanopure water).
Generating the entire set of continuous-flow data required the use of six substrates. The
correlation coefficients obtained from the least squares fitting (Δλmax=b · [Hg2+] + a) are close to
unity, demonstrating the existence of a linear relationship between the SPR wavelength shift and
mercury concentration. The limits of detection (LODs) were calculated as 3×sa/b; where sa is the
standard deviation of the intercept (Δλmax=a±sa) when [Hg2+] = zero and b is the slope
(calibration sensitivity) of the linear plot. The limits of quantitation (LOQ) were calculated as
10× sa/b (table 6).
Table 6. Analytical Figures of Merit for mercury detection using immobilized gold nanorod
substrates using either the stop flow or continuous flow methods.

Linear Dynamic Rangea
Linear Fittingb
Standard Deviation of the
Interceptc
Standard Deviation of the
Slopec
Calibration Sensitivity
Correlation Coefficient
Limit of Detectiond
Limit of Quantitationd

Stop Flow Method

Continuous Flow Method

1.21 – 5.00 x 10-6 M
Δλmax = (3.6 x 106)·[Hg] + 0.3
± 0.4 nm

3.93 – 7.5 x 10-8 M
Δλmax = (4.0 x 107)·[Hg] – 0.1
± 0.2 nm

± 0.1 x 106 nm·M-1

± 0.3 x 107 nm·M-1

3.6 x 106 nm·M-1
0.9969
3.64 x 10-7 M
1.21 x 10-6 M

4.0 x 107 nm·M-1
0.9861
1.18 x 10-8 M
3.93 x 10-8 M

Linear dynamic range = Limit of quantitation – Upper limit of detection
Equation for the best linear fit: Δλmax = b·[Hg] + a where b = calibration sensitivity and a = intercept
c
Calculated according to [57]
d
Limits of detection/quantification calculated according to IUPAC guidelines [58]
a

b
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Upon comparison of the LOQ, the LOQ of the continuous flow method is shown to be
approximately 30 times lower than the LOQ of the stopped flow method. The better LOQ result
from the steeper slope of the continuous flow calibration curve (approximately 11 times higher)
and the lower standard deviation of the intercept (approximately 3 times lower). The observed
difference is due to the nature of the continuous flow, which exposes the gold nanorod substrate
to significantly higher volumes of the sample, as opposed to the stopped flow which involves the
single injection of 150 L of sample. As such, the stopped flow method requires a significantly
higher concentration to expose the substrate to the same relative mass of mercury as the
continuous flow which uses a high volume (7.3 mL) of low concentrations. The LOD obtained
via the continuous flow approach (11.7 nM) is of the same order of magnitude of the maximum
contamination level (MCL = 2 ppb ≡ 9.97 nM) set for mercury by the EPA in drinking water
samples.
4.3.5 Analysis of Tap Water Samples
While the sensing mechanism for the immobilized gold nanorod sensor relies on the
amalgamation with mercury, gold is not the only element that mercury can form an amalgam
with [88]. In particular, four methods have been shown to promote mercury amalgamation with
a specific metal, namely (table 7): (1) direct physical contact with the other metal in the presence
of a dilute acid; (2) immersion of the other metal in a liquid solution of a mercury salt; (3)
immersion of Hg (0) in a liquid solution of a salt of the other metal; and (4) amalgamation via
electrolysis. Within the reaction time used and the experimental conditions of the measurements,
the only metal that forms an amalgam with elemental mercury is gold [89].
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Table 7. Elements capable of forming an amalgam with Hg(0) under various conditions
Method

Elements

1a
2b
3c
d

Sb, As, Bi, Cd, Au, Pb, Mg, K, Ag, Na, Te, Th, Sn and Zn
Cu, Au, Pt, Ag and Pd
Zn and Na
All of the above

4
a

Method 1 = direct physical contact in dilute acid
b
Method 2 = immersion of element in solution containing mercury salt
c
Method 3 = immersion of Hg(0) in solution containing element
d
Method 4 = electrolysis

Based on this information, the potential interferences will be due to interactions with the
immobilized gold nanorods on the substrate surface, either through adsorption causing a change
in the refractive index of the surrounding medium or through chemical reaction. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has a standard reference material for trace
elements in natural water [90] that presents a list of inorganic ions commonly found in fresh
water samples that will be tested for potential interference due to their interaction with the
immobilized gold nanorods (table 8). Each ion was tested at a 5.0 μM concentration, a
concentration significantly higher than the MCL reported with the exception of aluminum. Each
wavelength shift was measured in the stop flow mode for 5 minutes after injection (figure 41).
All measurements were made with the same substrate in the presence of 10−3 M
NaBH4/Nanopure water. After measuring the wavelength shift caused by each inorganic salt, the
cell was flushed for 5 min with 10−3 M NaBH4/Nanopure water at a 0.73 mL min−1 flow rate.
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Table 8. Chemical species tested for interference with immobilized gold nanorod substrates
using the stopped flow method.

a

Contaminant

Chemical Form

MCLa

Manganese
Magnesiumb
Cadmium
Tinb
Lead
Strontiumb
Aluminum
Chromium
Cobaltb

Mn(C2H3O2)2
MgSO4
Cd(NO3)2
SnCl2
Pb(NO3)2
Sr(NO3)2
Al(NO3)3
Cr(NO3)3
Co(NO3)2

0.05 mg/L (0.91 μM)
0.005 mg/L (0.04 μM)
0.015 mg/L (0.07 μM)
0.2 mg/L (7.41 μM)
0.1 mg/L (1.92 μM)

Maximum contamination level (MCL) as set by the EPA [3]
No MCL was set by the EPA

b

6

Total Δλmax (nm)

5
4
3
2
1
0
None Mn2+ Mg2+ Cd2+ Sn2+ Pb2+ Sr2+ Al3+ Cr3+ Co2+
Contaminant

Figure 41. Graph of the shift of the SPR maximum wavelength recorded after 5 min of
successive exposure to 5.0 μM concentrations of the inorganic salt

The sequential injections of high concentrations of inorganic ions cause a considerable
shift in the SPR maximum wavelength that can affect the accuracy of the sensor. The plateau
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that was reached after the addition of Cr(NO3)3 is probably due to the surface saturation of the
gold nanorods and the lack of available sites for further interactions with Co2+ ions. This
assumption is supported by the wavelengths shift observed from a second substrate individually
probed with 5 μM Co(NO3)2. While most tap water samples will have ion concentrations at
orders of magnitude lower than what was tested, for more contaminated water samples, measures
will need to be taken to account for high concentrations of interfering inorganic ions.
One possibility to account for the contribution of concomitant ions to the total
wavelength shift is to measure the blank signal of a synthetic mixture tailored to mimic the
typical composition of inorganic ions in fresh water samples and using the SPR wavelength
maximum after exposure as the reference wavelength. The feasibility of this approach was
tested with a tap water sample of unknown composition. Analysis was made under the
continuous-flow mode via the calibration curve method. The SPR wavelength maximum of a
substrate was monitored for 10 min under the flow of tap water (0.73 mL min−1) in the presence
of 10−3 M NaBH4. Since no change in the reference wavelength was observed, the tap water
sample was fortified with HgCl2 to provide a final standard Hg2+ concentration (18 nM) above
the LOD of the method (11.7 nM). After placing a new substrate in the flow cell and flowing the
sample for 10 min at the same rate (0.73 mL min−1), a [Hg2+]=20.5 nM was obtained.
The high relative error (Er = 13.9%) indicates the possible presence of unaccounted
matrix interference, and thus a multiple standard addition method was employed instead to
account for the potential interference of the unknown matrix (figure 42). One substrate was used
to conduct the multiple standard addition experiment. The blank signal was estimated from the
same standard mixture of inorganic ions used in the calibration curve procedure. The least84

squares fitting of the experimental data displays a linear correlation (R=0.9966) for the equation
Δλmax = 0.042[Hg2+] = 0.802. Extrapolation of the linear fitting yielded a [Hg2+] = 19.1 nM.
This concentration presents a considerably lower relative error (Er = 6.1%) than the one
previously obtained by the calibration curve method.

Figure 42. Graph of the shift of the SPR maximum wavelength recorded after multiple standard
additions using the continuous flow method

4.4 Conclusion
This chapter expands on the original work done in chapter 2, integrating the ionic
strength control for greater surface coverage of gold nanorods, as well as introducing flow
injection analysis for improved limits of detection. The stability of the immobilized nanorods
was also further realized, with experiments conducted on their resistance to aggregation in
mediums of high ionic strength or high concentrations of natural organic matter. By restricting
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their physical movement on the glass substrate, the immobilization of the nanorods prevents their
aggregation in aqueous media, preserves their spectral features and provides a stable absorption
spectrum for sensing purposes.
Comparison of the two FIA methods show the best LOD with the continuous flow
method (11.7 nM=2.4 ng mL−1), which is of the same order of magnitude as the MCL
(2 ng mL−1) stipulated by the EPA for drinking waters. With the current flow cell, an LOD
improvement should be possible by increasing the volume of water flowed through the cell. The
sample volume can be easily increased by using a faster flow rate, longer sample flowing times
or both, allowing the continuous flow method to be easily modified to improve the method.
LOD improvements via the stop flow method require a new cell design that optimizes the
interaction of the gold nanorods with the small sample volumes injected in the FIA system.
However, the sensitive detection of mercury via the stop flow method should prove useful in
cases of limited volume availability of samples.
Independent of the detection mode, the accurate determination of mercury with the
proposed sensor requires compensating for the interaction of concomitant ions with the substrate.
In the case of tap water samples, accuracy of analysis was accomplished by measuring the blank
signal of a synthetic mixture tailored to mimic the typical composition of inorganic ions in fresh
water samples followed by multiple standard additions to account for any other unknown matrix
effects. Another possible solution to the potential interferents is the adaptation of potential
control as discussed in chapter 3 to the FIA system, allowing for more selective reduction,
though this will require significant adjustments to the custom flow cell described herein to allow
for electrode placement within the sample cavity.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
Mercury remains a constant threat to human and environmental health, requiring constant
monitoring. The methods presented herein provide an alternative to the traditional methods of
mercury detection through the use of a portable sensor based on the localized SPR of gold
nanorods. The gold nanorods were successfully immobilized onto two different substrates, silica
glass and ITO film on glass. The immobilization of the gold nanorods provided physical
stability, allowing for use in water samples containing high ionic strength or high concentrations
of organic matter in which would cause aggregation in gold nanorods in solution by degradation
of the stabilizing surfactant layer. The immobilized gold nanorods were further functionalized to
allow not only batch experiments, but potential control or flow injection analysis in order to
improve the selectivity and sensitivity of the sensor.
Future studies can include the combination of the potential control capabilities of the gold
nanorod-ITO substrate with the flow injection analysis. This can be done through a custom flow
cell that can accommodate the reference and counter electrodes within sample flow, and
replacing the standard immobilized gold nanorod substrate with the ITO substrate as the working
electrode. Anodic stripping voltammetry will also greatly increase the sensitivity of the method
when combined with the flow conditions through a constant deposition and amalgamation of the
gold nanorods. Potential control will also allow for speciation when combined with the FIA
system, as previously discussed on section 3.4.
Optimization of the gold nanorod coverage onto the substrate is also under consideration
in order to increase the sensitivity of the method. While the current studies recognize the
importance of the number of nanorods on the surface to the sensitivity of the sensor, they do not
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take into account the relative area in which the absorbed light passes through the substrate.
Optimization can be done by reducing the overall area of the immobilized gold nanorods on the
substrate and confining the gold nanorods to the relative area illuminated by the instrument light
source. For example, the Cary50 UV-Vis absorbance spectrometer illuminates a rectangular area
with dimensions approximately 0.5 x 1.0 mm. By confining the immobilized gold nanorods to
the area of illumination, the overall number of nanorods on the solid substrate will decrease
drastically without having any effect on the absorbance signal of the SPR.
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APPENDIX A: GOLD NANOROD TEM IMAGES
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Figure A1. TEM image of gold nanorods with an aspect ratio of 1.8

Figure A2. Absorbance spectra of gold nanorods with an aspect ratio of 1.8 at differing dilution
factors
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Figure A3. TEM image of gold nanorods with an aspect ratio of 2.6

Figure A4. Absorbance spectra of gold nanorods with an aspect ratio of 1.8 at differing dilution
factors
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Figure A3. TEM image of gold nanorods with an aspect ratio of 3.9
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APPENDIX B: FIA PERFORMANCE
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Figure A1. Instrumental setup for FIA analysis
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Figure A2. Analytical Figures of Merit of a one-line FIA system using gold nanoparticles as an
analyte for performance testing.
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Figure A3. Analytical Figures of Merit of a two-line FIA system using gold nanoparticles as an
analyte for performance testing.
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